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1 INTRODUCTION 

The QUICS IV Tejas scan task supports both Tejas Series 3 and 5 RTUs and Scientific Atlanta 

RCCA transmitter controllers multi-dropped on the same communication line. 

The implementation and data entry requirements for the Tejas Series 3 and 5 RTUs are 

described in the following document: RT-201 TEJAS SCAN TASK FOR SERIES 3 AND 5 

RTUS QUICS IV RELEASE 5.6 

This companion document (RT-202) describes the implementation of the support in the 

QUICS IV Tejas scan task for the Scientific Atlanta RCCA protocol. 

1.1 ADDRESSING 

Because the RCCA devices support status inputs and external relay control in addition to load 

shed functions, they are modelled in QUICS IV as RTUs that share the same communication 

line as the Tejas RTUs.  To make all the RTU numbers in the common scan table unique, 

each RCCA device must be defined in QUICS IV with an RTU address that equals the 

physical RCCA address (0 - 63) plus an offset of 500. 

2 LOAD SHED CONTROL 

Load shed controls are defined in terms of load control sets via the Load Control Set editor 

(LDMCST).  This editor is described in the QUICS IV LM-804 manual. 

In each load control set, there can be defined up to 20 controls that the load shed program 

would cycle through to provide the percent shed requested by the strategy for that control 

set's load class.  For each shed command, the load shed program sends a message to the 

appropriate scan task for transmission to the RCCA. 

Up to 200 load control sets can be defined in up to 32 different load classes. 

The system supports a mix of load control protocols, but each individual load control set may 

only contain one protocol.  The 20 controls in a control set may, however, be directed to 

different communication lines, if desired, as long as they are the same protocol. 

2.1 LOAD CONTROL SET DEFINITION 

A load control set containing RCCA controls is identified by specifying an LCR DEVICE TYPE 

of 7 on the LDMCST editor.  Each of the 20 control elements in an RCCA load control set is 

defined as follows: 

CL  = communication line number (0 - 63) 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 563) 

A   = mark tone select code (0 - 63) 

B   = digital message flag (0 - 3) 

C   = digital message address (0 - 31) 

D   = digital message control code (0 - 7) 

E   = not used 

If the digital message flag is 0, the digital message address and control codes are ignored 

(i.e. transmitted as zero). 
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The load shed program cycles through the addresses in the control set at a rate given by the 

NOMINAL SHED TIME field on the LDMCST editor. This field would normally be set to match 

the shed timer defined in the switches themselves.  If the strategy calls for possible 100% 

shed of the control set, then the NOMINAL SHED TIME should be set to slightly less than the 

value at the switch (to eliminate the chance of switches restoring before the next shed 

command). 

2.2 ADDRESS GROUP MESSAGES 

The scan task maps the load control set data (RTU:A:B:C:D:E) received from the load shed 

program into RCCA address group messages in the following manner: 

aaaaaa  = RTU - 500 (RCCA address) 

w  = 0 (last message flag) 

mm  = B (digital PWM flag) 

qqqqqq  = A (tone select code) 

rrrrr  = C if B = 1 (digital message address) 

        = 0 otherwise  

sss  = D if B = 1 (digital message control code) 

        = 0 otherwise  

The scan task does not expect a response to an address group message. 

2.3 TIME SLOT MESSAGES 

At the beginning of every enabled 10-second time slot, the scan task sends an RCCA time 

slot message identifying the time slot.  Six seconds later, the scan task sends a time slot zero 

message to indicate that the current time slot has ended and that all RCCAs currently 

transmitting should stop transmitting.  This provides a 4-second dead time. 

The enabled time slots are defined by a bitmask that is specified by the value of a pseudo 

analog point named "SYS$,RCCATS".  The least significant digit of this bitmask value is time 

slot 1.  A value of 010011 for this point, for example, means that time slots 1, 2 and 5 are 

enabled. 

Note: 

For correct operation of the RCCAs, time slot 1 should always be enabled. 

The scan task memorizes the value of SYS$,RCCATS on startup.   If a point called 

SYS$,RCCATS does not exist, or its value is meaningless (i.e. not a string of 1s and 0s), then 

the scan task defaults to all time slots enabled. 

In the RCCA time slot messages issued by the scan task, the following fields are all zero: 

u (originate ID message indicator) 

qqqqq (mark tone code) 

rrrrrr (digital message address) 

sss (digital message control code) 

The scan task does not expect a response to a time slot message. 

As described in the RT-201 document, the scan task optimizes the accuracy of the 

accumulator freeze times by using the value of Associated Point 2 of the communication line 

point as a pre-freeze idle time.  The scan task does not perform any polling if the current time 

is within this idle time of the start of an accumulator poll. 
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To minimize time jitter of the time slot messages, the scan task applies half of this idle time to 

each time slot enable message.  That is, the scan task does not perform any polling if the 

current time is within a half idle time of the start of a time slot. 

3 RCCA STATUS 

3.1 POLLING SCHEDULE 

The scan task polls the RCCAs for status in a round-robin order, at a rate given (in seconds) 

by the value of a pseudo analog point called SYS$,RCCAPI.  Every time the RCCA poll 

interval given by this point expires, the scan task polls the next RCCA in the scan table. 

The same response timeout is used as for the Tejas RTUs.  On an error, the scan task retries 

once immediately, and if still not successful, it declares the RCCA failed.  The RCCA will be 

marked recovered on the next successful round-robin poll of that RCCA. 

3.2 MESSAGE PROCESSING 

The scan task maps the data received from an RCCA into database points defined as follows: 

RCCA 

Message 

field 

QUICS IV point  

point 

type  

A:B:C 

address 

Description 

ttt analog 1:0:0 time slot 

p status 0:0:2 status input #2 

d status 0:0:1 status input #1 

h status 0:0:3 self-test error flag 

k status 0:0:4 received trans error 

wwww analog 2:0:0 self-test error code 

 

Normal QUICS IV alarm processing applies, depending on how the database points are 

defined.  If for any message field, there is no database point defined, then the scan task 

ignores the field. 

4 CONTROL 

Various types of control points may be defined, both to operate real devices and to set/reset 

flags within the RCCA.  The control type is specified by the "B" part of the control address as 

follows: 

0 = operate external relay 

1 = digital message 

2 = perform self-test 

3 = reset error flags 

4 = initialize RCCA 

4.1 OPERATE EXTERNAL RELAY 

To operate the external relay, a QUICS IV telemetry/control point must be defined with the 

following telemetry address: 
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CL = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 562) 

A   = 0 

B   = 0 

C   = 0 

and the following open and close control addresses: 

CL  = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 562) 

A   = 0 

B   = 0 

C   = 0 

D   = 0 for open, 1 for close 

In the resulting control message to the RCCA, the scan task sets: 

f = 0 

y = 0 

z = 0 

e = D 

The scan task also updates the status of the control point to match. 

The reason for the telemetry address is that the self-test, reset and initialize messages also 

operate the external relay.  Therefore, whenever the scan task sends one of these other 

messages, it must include the current relay setting in the message.  It obtains this by reading 

the status of the point with address 0:0:0 in its scan table. 

NOTE 

The universal RCCA address (63) is not allowed by the scan task for this function. 

4.2 DIGITAL MESSAGE 

This is for distribution device control.  These devices use the RCCA protocol but are used for 

such things as capacitor bank and irrigation pump control. 

The control addresses for these are defined as follows: 

CL = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 563) 

A   = mark tone select code (0 - 63) 

B   = 1 

C   = digital message address (0 - 31) 

D   = digital message control code (0 - 7) 

NOTE 

The universal RCCA address (63) is allowed by the scan task for this function. 

Although the convention is that an even numbered address activates (sheds) and an odd 

numbered address deactivates (restores), this is transparent to the scan task, and is not a 

requirement, unless repeated output of the activate commands is required.  See 4.2.1. 
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4.3 PERIODIC ACTIVE COMMANDS 

If it is necessary to have the activate command re-issued periodically until the group is de-

activated, then: 

Enter the activate address as the point's CLOSE control address, and enter the de-activate 

address as the point's OPEN control address. 

Leave the telemetry address of the control point blank. 

Define a load control set containing the activate address, with the desired repeat interval 

specified in the NOMINAL SHED TIME, and the name of this control point as the load control 

set's SCRAM point. 

When a close control is issued to such a point: 

 The scan task immediately outputs the activate address. 

 Because the telemetry address is blank, the system updates the status of the 

control point to 1. 

 Because this is defined to be the SCRAM point of the associated load control 

set, this causes the load shed program to periodically re-output the activate 

address at every nominal shed interval.  This continues indefinitely, even after 

a system failover or restart. 

When an open control is issued to the point: 

1. (1) The scan task immediately outputs the de-activate address. 

2. (2) Again because the telemetry address is blank, the system updates the 

status of the control point to 0. 

3. (3) This causes the load shed program to cease periodic re-issuing of the 

activate address. 

Normally, a separate load control set would be defined for each control. By specifying multiple 

addresses in the load control set, it would be possible to operate multiple devices (e.g. 

multiple cap banks) using one control point.  The trade-off for this, however, is that when the 

control point is returned to OPEN, the scan task will send only one de-activate address.  The 

remaining addresses in the control set would time out. 

4.4 PERFORM SELF-TEST 

A self-test can be initiated by issuing an open control to a QUICS IV control point with the 

following open control address: 

CL  = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 562) 

A   = 0 

B   = 2 

C   = 0 

D   = 0 

The telemetry address and close control address should be left blank. 
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In the resulting control message to the RCCA, the scan task sets: 

f = 1 

y = 0 

z = 0 

e = current value of point having telemetry address 0:0:0 

After a TIME BETWEEN SCANS delay following the self-test request, the scan task 

automatically issues a status poll to obtain the self-test results.  These are stored in the status 

and analog points that are defined to receive the self-test error flag and error code 

respectively. 

NOTE 

The universal RCCA address (63) is not allowed by the scan task for this function. 

4.5 RESET ERROR FLAGS 

The error flags can be reset by issuing an open control to a QUICS IV control point with the 

following open control address: 

CL  = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 562) 

A   = 0 

B   = 3 

C   = 0 

D   = 0 

The telemetry address and close control address should be left blank. 

In the resulting control message to the RCCA, the scan task sets: 

f = 0 

y = 1 

z = 0 

e = current value of point having telemetry address 0:0:0 

After a TIME BETWEEN SCANS delay following the reset request, the scan task 

automatically issues a status poll to obtain the cleared self-test flags. 

NOTE 

The universal RCCA address (63) is not allowed by the scan task for this function. 

4.6 INITIALIZE RCCA 

An initialize function can be initiated by issuing an open control to a QUICS IV control point 

with the following open control address: 

CL  = communication line number 

RTU = RCCA address + 500 (500 - 563) 

A   = 0 

B   = 2 

C   = 0 

D   = 0 
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The telemetry address and close control address should be left blank. 

In the resulting control message to the RCCA, the scan task sets: 

f = 0 

y = 0 

z = 1 

e = 0 

NOTE 

The universal RCCA address (63) is allowed by the scan task for this function. 

If the destination of the initialize request is not the universal RCCA address, then after a TIME 

BETWEEN SCANS delay, the scan task follows up with a status poll. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to 
the Electric Utility Industry. QEI's customers are a mixture of major 
utilities, government and military agencies as well as global Electrical 
Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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